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Abstract

This study aims to dig up information on how students understand Islamic religion courses by using a basic semiotic approach to improve security in reading skills in Islamic religious course content. We conducted a series of debriefings with students from Sam Ratulangi University in the city. We obtained the data and analyzed it under a phenomenological approach which involved, among other things, interpretation of data grouping data and concluding to gain an understanding of validly answering study questions. Based on the results of interviews and analysis as well as gold, we can conclude that the understanding of Islamic religious course texts among student participants in general Islamic religious courses is categorized as good where students use a basic symbiotic approach to understand Islamic religious texts even though they have little understanding of Islam—considering that the majority of students at Sam Ratulangi University are not many who adhere to Islam. These findings will provide a new understanding and support studying students' academic skills using a basic semiotic approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding is one of the cognitive domains since it is a degree of competence that needs pupils to comprehend the meaning of concepts, circumstances, and facts that they are familiar with. This is evident when pupils can explain anything they read or hear using sentence patterns or provide instances of what has been illustrated. This shows that students have understood a lesson. In other words, they can provide a more detailed explanation or description of the material presented using their own words. Strong understanding will last long and be embedded in students' thinking.

Most of the students' understanding was tested with questions whose answers were memorized, although not all questions were like that. Seeing the reports every year, there are still many problems with low student understanding, which can be seen from student learning outcomes, namely the daily test scores that do not reach the MCC set by the school. The achievement of MCC is significant because MCC serves as a guide for teachers and educational institutions in assessing the competence of students participating in the learning process. The MCC is learning completeness determined by the education unit concerning Graduate Competency Standards (SKG). According to Pikkarainen, a measure forms the basis or method of determining something used to determine student completeness.

Student understanding can be achieved through teacher intermediaries who carry out learning activities, such as incorporating study group class management (study groups) into the learning process. One method of classroom management that can be relied upon to enhance students' comprehension of the material is study groups.

Classroom management of study groups, also known as "study groups," can be thought of as a series of efforts to manage the classroom centered on creating study groups. Depending on the student's abilities, teachers can put students into good study groups. Students with high, medium, and low abilities in comprehending the subject matter form study groups in class management study groups. This way, teachers can easily organize and instruct their students on interacting with one another, collaborating on lesson problems, and comprehending the material. Found that teachers in economics
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subjects did an excellent job of managing study groups in the classroom, forming good study groups based on each student’s abilities, managing classrooms well, and arranging student seats well. However, the authors still noticed symptoms like the inability to explain and conclude again in their own words or sentences about the studied topic. Students still need to meet the minimum level of completeness because they need help to respond to the questions and express their thoughts on the subject.6

Supporting the success of learning text comprehension in general subjects such as the Islamic Religion Course, there are various learning approaches, one of which is the semiotic approach.7 Wang,8 says that linguistics is part of semiotics. Although there is still debate about its status in science, semiotics is seen by some experts as a part of linguistics whose goal is to help understand various signs, symbols, images, and texts. Furthermore, Eco9 reveals that language is part of semiology and has an autonomous status. Through semiology, language can be examined from a linguistic and non-linguistic perspective. Likewise, Agawu,10 says that semiology makes it possible to provide a more in-depth understanding of reading because it aims to reveal elements that are implicit, hidden, and hidden connotations. Therefore, semiotics will significantly assist students in understanding lecture texts by connecting facts and discourse, explicit intentions, and implicit thoughts in social and individual behavior.11 We can understand that semiotics is a scientific study of signs often found in various texts. Semiotics view scientific occurrences in academic activities and scientific culture as signs because it analyzes the systems, norms, and conventions that enable these signals to have meaning.12

Furthermore, De Carlo explained that learning in higher education is a teaching system that requires reading a lot of signs and texts that are arranged based on implicit codes that complement each other so that understanding them requires efforts to express


their functions (in the text). Semiotics or often called semiology, is a science that examines sign systems. The word semiology is used by semioticians oriented toward Saussure, while the word semiotics is used about the work of Peirce and Morris.  

Similarly, Siregar and Yahaya define semiology as a discipline that studies the life of signals in society. Meanwhile, the word semiotics, coined by Peirce in the nineteenth century, refers to "the formal doctrine of signs." The concept of sign forms the basis of semiotics; in this case, not only language and communication systems are composed of signs, but the world itself to establish a real relationship between signs and humans.

Language is the entire human sign system. Casirer agrees that linguistics is a branch of semiotics. According to Tresnasari, semiotics seeks to investigate how humans make meaning of objects. In this scenario, interpreting signals differs from communicating (to communicating). Objects with meaning contain information and comprise an organized system of signals.

Regarding language as an object of semiotic study, many experts argue that language is the most developed sign system. Therefore, the study of language from a semiotic perspective is necessary to explain the principles of sign formation in interpreting language in depth. De Costa & Norton also stated that linguistics significantly contributed to the development of semiotics. These two language elements are relevant to juxtaposed in tertiary institutions’ learning activities.

Semiotics is not a novel method for understanding religion in higher education. This study aimed to learn how this method affects everyday learning in university learning systems. Semiotics can theoretically be applied to studying religious texts because it is a science of signs. First and foremost, religion is frequently portrayed as a manifestation of God. Second, the Qur'an and other religious texts comprise a collection of clues that need to be deciphered during the interpretation process. Thirdly, the texts of the Bible are typically regarded as a collection of signs that convey divine messages. Fourthly, religious research can be viewed as a collection of clues. Issues in this area include the formation of orthodoxy, the closedness and openness of the reference corpus in theology or religious law, and so forth. The question of sign and significance has been considered since the beginning of the church’s history because it is
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so significant in religions such as Christianity. Meuleman cited Eugenio as saying that Aurelius Agustinus is the true founder of semiotics.\textsuperscript{20}

Johnson\textsuperscript{21} thought that the created world bears the mark of God’s will. Based on this viewpoint, it is possible to comprehend that Augustine does not restrict the function of signs to the linguistic realm, which contains signs, symbols, and parables in biblical texts. Instead, he applies signs to religious aspects, particularly the liturgical realm. In Islam, the Qur’an also discusses semiotics. The Qur’an uses "verse," which means "father," hundreds of times. The primary meaning is "mark." The letter from Fussilat: 53, which translates to "We will show them Our signs in the firmaments," is interpreted as "in all corners of the earth and their souls until it is clear to them that it is a revelation that was conveyed to the Prophet Muhammad." In the Qur’an, the word "sign" can also mean "example" or "proof." For instance, in the Surah Hud: 103: Allah’s punishment for Pharaoh and his people who went astray is a lesson for those afraid of being punished in the afterlife.\textsuperscript{22} In principle, semiotic analysis can be applied to the Koran as a whole and the Islamic religion as a whole. Religious experience is a "conative" "meeting," in other words, a pure and direct experience. We experience a meeting between "I" and "the other" in a "conative" experience. Language phenomenology would describe this experience as direct, pure, and unconscious.\textsuperscript{23}

The "conative" aspect of "reflective language," in which experience has been abstracted into patterns of sensory data, enters when we begin to realize and discuss these experiences. A semiotic approach to expressing religious experience follows from these phenomena and issues. According to Budhy Munawar, Ludwig Wittgenstein stated, "We need to bring back words from metaphysical games to everyday language games." Semiotic analysis of language, including religious language, can revive metaphysical reality.\textsuperscript{24} Because the issue of the validity of language is a necessity that must be understood, the language of religion has its logic, which is a way for religious people to talk about their religion. How, then, does the semiotic approach fit into Islamic cultural studies, the creation of religious texts, and Islamic thought specifically? The application of semiotic thinking in the field of Islamic religious studies, particularly as Arkoun attempted in his reading of al-Fatihah, and in the fields of Islamic philosophy and theology, as Newton did in his work "Allah Transcendent:" will be the focus of this paper, which will elaborate, describe, and critically analyze the latter. Studies in Islamic Philosophy, Theology, and Cosmology’s Structure and Semiotics.\textsuperscript{25}

RESEARCH METHOD

This study aims to comprehensively understand students' material for the general subject of Islam through a semiotic approach to improve reading skills at Sam Ratulangi University, Manado City. To answer the problem of understanding and improving reading skills in religious lecture material by relying on artistic knowledge, we have visited and interviewed students in several faculties within Sam Ratulangi University, Manado. In addition, we interviewed several students who take general subjects of Islamic religious education, especially those who use various reading skills to understand the teaching material, which is generally in the text. After conducting interviews with students, we analyzed the data we obtained under a phenomenological approach. We coded the data, evaluated it, and developed it until we interpreted it to get relevant answers.

Essential symbiosis for understanding content, sign pictures, and everything related to the education of religious education material. We designed this study in a descriptive qualitative manner where we wanted to understand a phenomenon that we saw how students' strengths were in trying to construct knowledge and reading constructions with an artful approach. We design this study in a descriptive qualitative manner where these findings must be treated as possible to achieve the principle of validity in answering the main problem. This includes data collection methods followed by analysis and final reporting. The data for this study we got from the first two sources, namely interviews; the second was a search for data from several data sources electronically, and we designed it in the structural content of the review literature.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

Table 1. The result of Basic Semiotics recorded during interviewing students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Semiotics</th>
<th>Intensity use in academic</th>
<th>the signifier resembles</th>
<th>signs take the form of words</th>
<th>Interpret text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iconic signs; Crescent and Star; “Halal”; calligraphic language and</td>
<td>a student will learn more from the real thing than from a substitute; Star and Crescent,</td>
<td>a picture in learning material, lecturer expressions; Arabic inscriptions and</td>
<td>Students read symbols to communicate their ideas; the word of God;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26 Patricia Leavy, Research Design: Quantitative, Qualitative, Mixed Methods, Arts-Based, and Community-Based Participatory Research Approaches (Guilford Publications, 2022).
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| its cultural, religious texts, ashnam, asbab al-nuzul, the Qur'an, and the Prophet | Rub el Hizb, Khatim, and Shahadah. | numerals; Belief in the Oneness of God, etc. | Crescent and Star; Islam; means submission and peace. ta'abbudi, shari’ah, or God’s commands, the Qur’an nor the Hadith. | Christian beliefs, through ijtihad (namely the thoughts of scholars and scientists), "Islam teaches a principle known as amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, which means amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, which means amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, which meaning follows Islam order. |

Source: Data Processing, 2023

In addition to research findings on the use of a semiotic approach in understanding Islamic religious lecture material, the results of data analysis include the following: The question that arises is whether religious language texts in lecture material in the academic environment of Sam Ratulangi University, especially Islamic religious courses are sourced from Al-Qur'an, included in the scope of semiotics. Before answering this question, it is necessary first to understand the issue of religious language texts, such as studying the understanding of the holy verses of the Koran. This is a classic issue discussed throughout the history of Islamic civilization, especially between Ash'ariyah and Mu'tazilah thinkers. According to the Asy'ariyah group, one of the characteristics of nature is the word of God. Based on this, they concluded that the Qur'an is the eternal word because it is part of the essence of God's Essence. They maintain that the Qur'an still has two aspects: the eternal aspect and the qadim, or the word of God in essence, which they call "the word of the existence of the qadim." Second, the ancient word mentioned first is a copy (mimesis) in the Qur'an we are reading. Then the understanding can be done with a religious language approach with the help of understanding such as basic semiotics.

30 Land, Rattray, and Vivian, ‘Learning in the Liminal Space’.
On the other hand, the second group thinks the Qur'an is new and created because it does not include the characteristics of the original essence. One academician said that we read the Qur'an as if it is “God's word and includes actions rather than characteristics. Therefore, the Qur'an does not belong to the category of attributes of Essence but instead to the category of attributes of God's actions.” The distinction between these two categories is as follows: the area of interaction between God and the world is the area of characteristics of action. In contrast, the area of attributes of essence is the specificity of God's existence in His Essence (unrelated to the world). The author does not debate the polemics that have arisen in this analysis, but the information above at least provides an introduction to the issues with the Qur'anic texts. Another student also said that “it is possible to comprehend that the concept of kalam (the word of God) is distinct from the concept of light by adhering to the mindset outlined above and the paradigm.”

Language abstraction and articulation at the sociocultural level are referred to as langue, while parole is an individual expression of language. The attempt to subdue religious texts stands in the way of Semiotic's method of linguistic analysis because it is God, not humans, who become free. The foundation of this issue is the hypothesis that the divine-human relationship is one of separation or even contradiction. “We offered a rational explanation for this issue by drawing parallels between Christian beliefs about Isa's birth and the revelation of the Qur'an” (P. 03).

In response to Jesus, Islamic religious thought takes an opposing position, rejecting any character other than pure and holy human nature. Texts emphasize Isa's servitude to God, and the fact that he was born to a woman without a father did not alter his human nature in any way. Isa's issue is comparable to Adam's in this instance. Even though their constituent parts differed, it is not an exaggeration to say that the Qur'anic revelation and Jesus' birth were one structure, not two.

The texts' divine nature does not necessitate unique methods for their analysis because of their divine origin. As long as there is no divine intervention, the belief that these texts are divine and insist on their divine nature will result in humans being unable to comprehend them using any method. So that religious texts become inaccessible to common human comprehension. A specific divine power is required to break the divine code. While the functions of the treatise, balagh, guidance, nur, and so on disappear from religious texts, it is as if God is whispering to Himself and His essence. As a result, the idea of kalam, which is ahistorical and historical light, is distinct. If we follow de
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32 Interview dengan Ahmad (disamarkan), Manado, 10 January 2023.
33 Interview dengan beberapa mahasiswa di Universitas Sam Ratulangi, Manado, 10 January 2023.
35 Wawancara dengan Ahmad (disamarkan), Manado, 10 January 2023.
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Saussure's framework, language signs are social facts, focusing linguistic research on language as a process.37

The texts that have been revealed are typically regarded as a collection of signs that convey divine messages. The religious discourse can be examined using a series of indicators. Philosophically, religious texts are humane texts because they relate to language and civilization in a specific historical range, precisely the period of their formalization and production.38 As a result, these texts are historical because their meaning is inseparable from the language system. The culture that the text is regarded as a part of. From this perspective, “we see language and its cultural context are means of finding meaning through references and interpretations”. Religious texts' meaning does not necessarily indicate that it was established during the text openness phase if the meaning is historical. This is because language does not remain static as an authoritative reference for interpretation; instead, it evolves and changes in tandem with culture and reality. In addition, if the texts have contributed to the evolution of language and civilization, or if they are langue in Saussure's model, then the evolution of language will once more shift the meaning of the text from its original meaning to a metaphor.40

Discussion

Students have demonstrated the significance of the semiotic approach at Sam Ratulangi University, City of Manado, and comprehension of the text of general lecture material in the field of the Islamic religion. From a philosophical perspective, religious texts are human texts because they are related to language and civilization during a specific period, precisely during their formalization and production. As a result, the existence of these texts makes them religious and historical texts because their meaning is inseparable from the language system of the culture that the text is considered a part of. From this perspective, language and its cultural context are means of finding meaning through references and interpretations. The meaning of religious texts does not necessarily mean that it is established during the process of uncovering the text if the meaning is historical. This is because language evolves and changes in tandem with culture and reality as a reference for authoritative interpretation and interpretation. In addition, language development will once more move the text of meaning and shift it from true meaning to metaphor if the texts have contributed to the development of language and civilization or if these texts are languages in Saussure's model.

For instance, it is stated in verse 65 of Surah al-Baqarah that the Children of Israel once broke the command of the Prophet Musa. When they were told to worship Allah on Saturdays, they went fishing in the sea because that day was unlike other days when

39 Wawancara dengan Ahmad (disamarkan), Manado, 10 January 2023.
they fished in the open sea. Frequently a lot. They were finally cursed by Allah, "Be you despicable monkeys." This is interpreted by some commentators as a parable, implying that because they do not listen to advice or warnings, they are similar to the hearts of monkeys. However, contrary to popular belief, they merely became monkeys without children, ate or drank nothing, and lived only for three days.

A process by which different signifiers combine to form new signifiers to produce significance. In hermeneutic discourse, a text's meaning will always change depending on the context in which it is read. In this regard, we can examine the participant's answers with the meaning. One participant said that “there are two types of meaning we could be distinguished when studying religious texts: specific and general meaning” (P. 05). In this instance, he is not trying to distinguish between the concepts above and those first proposed by scholars of the usual fiqh and ulumul Qur'an. In the text, the ideas "typical" and "amm" represent two sides of the same meaning. The particular semantic aspect directly references the cultural-historical reality of producing texts.

On the other hand, the general aspect is the dynamic aspect, which is subject to change with each reading. Put another way, and the difference is between the universal general meaning and the partial temporal meaning. Through metaphorical interpretation, the partial can evolve into the universal.41

Text and context—where both have dialectics intertwined—cannot be separated when trying to comprehend the meaning of a word. Texts do not originate in a vacuum; texts, in general, are responses to events that occurred in a particular time and place. The context or background of the texts we read gives them their shape. We will be trapped in language blur if comprehension focuses solely on the text and disregards the context in which it was created. So, if we know who the speaker is and who the listener is, we can say that the meaning of a new word is true. Discourse experts examine the context before analyzing words or sentences based on this statement. Like the word "ashnam," which means "idol," it is both a marker and a sign that points to a particular referent. The meaning or sign of ashnam was very clear from the time of Prophet Abraham until the time of Prophet Muhammad when he preached during people's lives. Ashnam meant "idols, statues, or the like," the meaning of denotation, according to Barthes.42

However, in the current context, the meaning of Islam may not be limited to that; it may also refer to position, wealth, and so on, all of which can distance humans from God or even associate them with Him (P. 07). The situation and context in which the word ashram is used determine its meaning. The same applies to words like nur, jannah, nar, Satan or the devil, and so forth.43 It is clear from the preceding explanation that the meaning of religious texts is historical and that the meaning generated is dependent on the language system and culture of the text. The recipient of the language and the sociocultural reality
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surrounding it is also a text that can determine the flexibility of meaning. The text's historicity is not limited to space and time (asbab al-nuzul). As a result, religious language texts can be understood in terms of their lexical meanings, historical context (asbab al-nuzul), and the reader's sociocultural background.44

So that the meaning of the text is only partially understood but evolves in tandem with human progress. Closing a text runs the risk of being perceived as irrelevant. The meaning of the text will always remain the same if the final meaning attached to it is determined. Readers no longer have a reason to return to the text and work on it, so it becomes irrelevant. It is intellectual arrogance to close the text. The reader asserts that his knowledge is comparable to that of God. As a result, the original text loses its independence and becomes dependent. One participant said that “in Islam, the ones who have the authority are God, the Qur'an, and the Prophet” (P.07). That is, if a person asserts his or her viewpoint is the most accurate. Indirectly, he or she has "equated" with the actual authorities, as Arkoun has done by applying a semiotic analysis methodology to the Koranic texts. Arkoun claims that religious writings differ from others in that they attempt to convey a final sign (transcendental sign). Arkoun claims that the word Allah, as a signifier, occupies a central semantic position in the letter al-Fatihah, for instance.45

Rules and procedures for wudu' in Islam appear irrational at first glance. Nevertheless, other markers cannot replace the worship-related markers arbitrarily.46 Because some forms of Islam's obligatory worship are ta'abbudi (cannot be rationalized) and others are ta'aqquli (can be rationalized). However, most mandala worship is ta'abbudi, meaning Allah has established the rules and procedures through His Prophet Muhammad SAW. From a semiotic perspective, the majority of the shari'ah, or God's commands, contain a particular set of signs and ways of expressing themselves. However, the interpretation of the convention was based on local culture and tradition. The Qur'an, the Sunnah, and the ijihad are the three primary sources of Islamic law. If the sign does not have an explicit meaning or code from the first source, then the meaning and code must be found in the Prophet's Sunnah.47 According to (P.07), Mu'adz bin Jabal's understanding of Hadith, if both are not found, then the meaning and code can be obtained through ijtihad (namely the thoughts of the scholars and scientists), namely dismantling and deconstructing specific codes following the existing culture At the moment”. Then the analysis of understanding utilizing a semiotic approach is justified because this has a place for the interests of the life of the Muslim community itself.48

48 Asma Barlas, Believing Women in Islam: Unreading Patriarchal Interpretations of the Qur’an (University of Texas Press, 2019).
However, it is essential to keep in mind that ijtihad in this context relies heavily on a set of non-explicit signs from the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet to prevent the interpretation and understanding of these signs from subduing the position of transcendent and ideological messages and meanings. For instance, (P. 9) said that “Islam teaches a principle known as amar ma'ruf nahi munkar, which means "upholding good and forbidding evil.". However, another participant said, "neither the Qur'an nor the Hadith provides a precise explanation of how this principle is conveyed." The only difference is that both provide global signs or methods, specifically wisdom, mauidzah, and persuasive (rational) arguments. Semiotics, on the one hand, has become a potential method in the promotion, advertising, commodities, and spectacle industry of Western capitalism, where the excesses of moral, ethical, and cultural deconstruction are kept for the sake of capital circulation and even veiled in it the messages of Western ideology, which has an impact on the eroding of the faith of Muslims and ultimately causes them to fall into the abyss of disbelief.

This has been a lamentable fact and conclusion. This phenomenon is deeply felt, and although it is unknown what will transpire in the next 10 to 15 years, our children will undoubtedly be affected. Al-Qur'an is a collection of independent texts that presents itself in a sign system that allows the reader to engage in conversation with it (P. 10). Muhammad is the object of the Qur'an, which began as a subject. However, once it is codified and perfected, it becomes a passive document that is always awaiting the reader's presence to respond and interpret. When it comes to approaching and associating with the "artifact" of biblical texts, the existence of semiotics becomes crucial at this point.

CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that the findings of a series of questions and answers with students at Sam Ratulangi University, Manado City, are that, among other things, we have gained an understanding of how they understand Islamic lecture material even though they are, on average, not Muslim. They use a basic semiotic approach to improve reading comprehension of Islamic religious texts and other symbols. These signs convey information so that it is informative and factual. The contribution of this study is that academics can make this semiotic approach a method of teaching religious knowledge and other content to audiences who are still unfamiliar with any content of teaching materials in the academic world. As previously discussed, a basic semiotic approach is used to try to understand context, state of information, color, taste, and the like through
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symbols, text, images, and so on. Based on the results of interviews with students taking religious education courses as general subjects, especially Islam, some of the participants were non-Muslims. However, they try to understand every text the lecturer gives with a semiotic approach, namely understanding based on context symbols, signs, and language symbols. Others are related to religious language. From the series of answers, they gave, we can understand that students have used approaches that need to be made aware of in the semiotic category.

We understand that the results of these findings certainly have limitations and areas for improvement in the method and data collection as well as the presentation of the results, which are still in the same study design, namely qualitative. In the future, a similar study can be carried out using mixed methods, both qualitative and quantitative, so that the findings are more complete and richer in data.

However, they successfully showed how something in a context is understood according to their understanding. Indeed, semiotics courses are not taught, but it is a skill in academics where they understand the signs and symbols of religious language so that they can give meaning to symbols and understand both theoretically and other literature. From what they do when they understand the text, we can understand that based on semiotics, students will easily compile an understanding of the context of the lecture material even though they do not understand the true theory of the Islamic religion but the message implied in the text is not so confusing to students if they are not Muslim with education obtained outside of academia. The example they mentioned during the interview was that they said they paid attention to what & the symbols in the text given with the sign they could distinguish that the text led to something. So the school’s primary synthetics have been able to provide an essential skill in understanding the context of science, predominantly Islamic religious subjects, which are part of social sciences, and how Islamic religious content communicates relevant messages to be applied in student life.
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